
From:  
Sent: 06 May 2020 09:26 
To: Stuart Moore 
Cc: Charles Judson 
Subject: Comments  
  
Hi Stuart  
  
I refer to your comment for application 20200847 
  
From: Stuart Moore Sent: 27 April 2020 15:02 To: planning Subject: RE: Land West of Broomhill 
Lane,Reepham, - 20200847 
Hi I have looked through the information submitted for this and note that neither a land assessment 
or air quality have been submitted. It is standard practise for an assessment of land quality to 
submitted with an application of this size and I would also expect an air quality assessment as well.  
Can you find out why neither have been submitted and whether they have plans to have these 
completed and sent to you?  
  
Thanks Stuart Stuart Moore Environmental Management Officer t 01603 430511 e 
stuart.moore@broadland 
   
On the Norfolk Insights webpage we can study the deprivation for air quality and accidents for 
Reepham and indeed the other Key Service Centres for Broadland  
https://www.norfolkinsight.org.uk/deprivation/ 
  
Reepham is wonderfully deprived it seems, scoring 1 & 4 significantly lower than ANY other local 
town  
  
I would like to understand that if affordable fossil fuel heating is employed, what would the scores 
change to? 
If more expensive ground source heating is employed, again what’s the sensitivity of the scores? 
  
Even 200 more cars, we can see on that same website that Reepham has more vehicle per 
household than any other KCS 
  
Air pollution in a town which has been awarded £3m of eco project money to REDUCE pollution 
cannot be in balance for this number of houses which are in fact not serving the community, 
certainly in terms of local employment, simply becomes a larger dormitory town 
  
I look forward to your thoughts  
  
Best regards 
  
 For myself and on behalf of Realistic Reepham 
  
Find and LIKE us on Facebook  
  
(like and you will automatically be kept up to date with news) 
 https://www.facebook.com/RealisticReepham/?ref=bookmarks  
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